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Original Learn process 

 

 

1) Place a strong magnet, such as a pick-up tool magnet near the receiver 
   light. Move slowly in a circular motion 

     until the light becomes a steady red. Remove the magnet 

     significantly away from the receiver. Press any button on the remote,  

just one button. If the light turns green, release the keyfob button, the 
remote has been accepted. 

     Once the "heartbeat" returns, disconnect power to the  

             receiver and after approx. 5 seconds re-appy power. 

           The remote key fob should now be functional. 

 

           If the receiver demonstrates a series of quick red flashes 

           after attempting to pair the keyfob, disconnect power to 

           the receiver and after approx. 5 seconds re-appy power. 

           Try the above procedure again. If after two attempts the 

           system will not pair, either the receiver or keyfob is 

           malfunctioning. 
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AutoTune Learn Process 

     

2) Place a strong magnet, such as a pick-up tool magnet 

 near the reciever light. Move slowly in a circular motion 

 until the light becomes a steady red. Keep the magnet 

 in that position and press any button on the remote,  

 just one button, and hold. Remove the magnet significantly away 

 from the receiver. As soon as the light turns green release 

 the keyfob buttton. Disconnect power to the receiver after the 

 green light has completely extinguished (approx. 3 seconds). 

 Wait approx. 5 seconds then re-appy power. The remote key fob 

  should now be functional.  

 

            If at any time you see a alternating red/green light, the signal 

            was not recieved properly. Disconnect power to the receiver and  

            after approx. 5 seconds re-apply power. Repeat the process above.  

            If you do not obtain a green light after two cycles, either the  

            keyfob or receiver is malfunctioning. 


